Professional cleaning products

PRO-CHEM

ABOUT OUR COMPANY...
We are engaged in the production of professional household chemicals. The main products of our offer are:
• car cosmetics
• household cleaning products
• industrial and workshop chemistry
In our offer you can also find necessary materials and tools for work, such as pressure sprayers, brushes, cleaning cloths, etc.
We offer a free audit to reduce the costs associated with maintaining fleet and facilities.
We provide our clients with technical support in choosing the right assortment and provide constant and timely delivery of goods. We have a
full technical documentation of our products.
Take your time and comfort,
try our quality and professionalism.
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CAR COSMETICS

PURE PERFECTION

PC213

SHAMPOO ACTIV

PC212

Car Wash Active Foam

Active car shampoo

Concentrate of cleaning agent designed for washing
cars. Thanks to the foam consistency, it stays on the
cleaned surface for a very long time. Effectively removes
road dirt and other staining created during the operation
of the vehicle.
The product is designed for washing using a pressure
foaming machine(pH = 12).

Extremely efficient concentrate designed for cleaning
cars. Thanks to its foam consistency, it stays on the
cleaned surface for a very long time. Effectively removes
road dirt and other staining created during the operation of the vehicle. Thanks to its unique composition,
it leaves a delicate gloss on the bodywork. It does not
leave streaks. The product is designed for pressure or
hand washing (pH = 9)

Available
weight:

Available
weight:

1kg | 7kg | 11kg | 22kg | 66kg | 220kg

1kg | 7kg | 11kg | 22kg | 66kg | 220kg
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CAR COSMETICS

SHAMPOO

4

PC211

BLACK

PC202

RED MONSTER

PC201

Car shampoo with a neutral pH

Plastic and rubber coating solution

Rim cleaner

Concentrated car shampoo, which can be used for both
manual and automated car washes. Effectively removes
road dirt and other impurities without leaving stains.
Thanks to its neutral pH (pH = 7) it does not wash off
hard waxes, it does not destroy protective coatings.

Extremely effective and very efficient concentrate with
acidic pH for washing rims (pH = 1). It easily removes
brake pad deposits from rims as well as any dirt formed
on the road. while remaining safe for tires and rims. It
is suitable for both aluminum and steel rims.

Available scents:
• PC 211 - lemon
• PC 216 - big bubble

Extremely effective preservative product with a gloss
finish.
Protects plastic and rubber elements: tires, bumpers,
door handles, defects, slats, seals (prevents from freezing in winter), dashboards (leaves gloss). The product
does not stick and dries completely leaving a velvety
shine. It gives the effect of a “wet tire”, while protecting
the surface from salt and external factors i.e. sunlight.
Protects against drying and delays the aging process
of the rubber (parrying).

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

1l | 6l | 10l | 20l

200ml | 750ml | 1l | 6l | 10l | 20l

750ml | 1l | 6l | 10l | 20l
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CAR COSMETICS

WHEELRIMS

PC201

INSECT

PC204

COCKPIT

PC205

Rim cleaner

Car bug and insect residue remover

Preserving coating spray for plastics – matte

An alkaline liquid for cleaning varnished rims (pH = 12).
It can be used with any mechanical and pressure washing equipment.
The preparation is intended for a direct use, it does not
require dilution.

Extremely effective solution for removing bugs and
insect residues from the surface of windows, reflectors
and car bodies. It gets rid of even difficult to remove
dried bugs and insects. The product is ready to use, it
does not require dilution.

The product is designed to preserve elements made of
plastics, including car centre consoles.
Anti-static spray that restores the natural look. It
does not leave a greasy layer. It has a pleasant, fresh
fragrance.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

600ml | 6l | 10l

600ml | 6l | 10l | 20l

200ml | 600ml | 6l | 10l
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CAR COSMETICS

PLASTIC PASSION

6

PC219

FINAL WAX

PC215

EASY WAX

PC207

Plastic Surfaces Cleaning Solution (APC)

Hydrowax with a dehumidifier

Car wax – Quick Detailer

The product is intended for cleaning all plastic surfaces,
such as: car interior elements, window and door frames,
garden furniture, kitchen appliances and other objects
made of plastic. It easily removes old stubborn stains.
For outer surface cleaning, does not require scrubbing.
It has anti-static properties. When used regularly it
prevents from regathering of dust and dirt.

A highly concentrated product with drying and polishing
properties. Instantly removes the layer of water from the
surface of the car leaving a high gloss. It also provides
a very good varnish protection. It can be used with
a hard as well as soft water either warm or cold It is
applicable in all types of installations in car washes. It
does not leave stains.

Wax based on nanotechnology, fast application of the
product. Protects the varnish by leaving a delicate
layer along with perfect shiny finish. Diminishes small
scratches, discolorations and deposits. It leaves a delicate protective layer. Protects the varnish against dirt
and adverse weather conditions.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

600ml | 6l | 10l

1l| 6l | 10l | 20l

200ml | 750ml | 6l | 10l
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CAR COSMETICS

DEFROSTER

PC210

LEATHER PROTECTOR

PC103

GLAMOUR

PC225

Window De-Icer

Leather cleaner and care preservative

Neutral active foam

Quickly and effectively removes ice crystals and frost
from frozen external surfaces of windows, headlights
and mirrors.

Its special formula gently cleans the surface of the
leather. It contains a blend of natural oils and moisturizing waxes. It can be used for cleaning and preservation
of all types of leather, i.e.: - car upholstery, furniture
(sofas, armchairs), boots, clothes, handbags. It does
not leave an oily layer. It does not require rinsing and
does not dry the leaher. It leaves a pleasant fragrance.

Very thick active blue foam, designed for washing cars
protected with hard waxes or ceramic coatings. Thanks
to its exceptional consistency, it stays on the cleaned
surface for a long time removing all road dirt easily.
Moreover, the distinctive color and intense fragrance
will ensure that every wash becomes an extremely
pleasant experience.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

750ml

200ml | 750ml | 6l

1l | 6l | 10l
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CAR COSMETICS

TAPI

8

PC206

DEEP

PC220

AIR FRESH

PC208

Rug and upholstery cleaner

Air freshener – new car

Air freshener

The product is intended for manual washing of carpets,
rugs and upholstery. It is also very good for cleaning
car headlining.
Reduces surface tension separating the fiber from dirt.
It neutralises unpleasant odours.

Perfect air freshener for eliminating unpleasant smells.
Creates a refreshing atmosphere in any room, car or
closet. Very efficient and easy to use, long lasting
fragrance.

Perfect air freshener for eliminating unpleasant smells.
Creates a refreshing atmosphere in any room, car or
closet. Very efficient and easy to use, long lasting
fragrance.

Available scents:
• PC 220 - passion flower
• PC 221 - green tea

Available scents:
• PC 208 - vanilla
• PC 209 - green apple
• PC 217 - green tea

• PC 222 - fruit fusion
• PC 223 - new car

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

600mL | 6L

200ml

750ml | 6L
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CAR COSMETICS

NON STICKY

PC014

TRUCK URBAN

PC021

BLOODY MARY

PC224

Product for cleaning varnished surfaces

A highly concentrated product for cleaning
commercial vehicles

Deironizer – bloody rim

Removes residual glue, tape, tar and foil without the risk
of discoloration or damage to the paint. It has a pleasant
orange fragrance. The product is ready for use.

Two-phase, highly concentrated product for non-contact
washing of commercial vehicles. Ideal for washing
buses, trams, railway cars or trucks. Removes heavy
staining, while remaining safe for the bodywork and
varnish. TRUCK UBRAN is a very efficient concentrate.

Thanks to its gel consistency, it stays on the cleaned
surface for a very long time. It easily removes brake
pad deposits from rims as well as any dirt formed on
the road. Suitable for all types of rims and hubcaps.
• Safe for chromed and polished wheels
• Removes any metallic contamination

Available
volume:

Available
weight:

Available
volume:

200ml

1kg | 7kg | 11kg | 22kg

750ml | 6l | 10l
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INDUSTRY

LEMON / ALMOND

10

PC001 / PC020

EKO

PC002

Lemon/Almond scented gel paste

Hand washing paste

n excellent hand washing product. Removes oil, grease
and soot. The composition of the paste has been developed in a way to ensure excellent washing properties
and is gentle on skin. Thanks to its formula, it removes
even heavy build-up of dirt, while ensuring perfect hand
hydration. The ingredients of the paste are not harmful
to the environment and are completely biodegradable.

EKO hand washing paste is perfect for removing oil,
grease and soot. The composition of the paste has
been developed in a way to ensure excellent washing
properties and gentleness to the skin. Special additives
regulate the acidity of the paste to the value of the skin
surface (pH = 5.5), so that it does not cause irritation.
The ingredients of the paste are not harmful to the
environment and are completely biodegradable.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

500ml | 1l | 6l | 10l

500ml | 5l | 10l
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INDUSTRY

ALU EXPERT

PC006

TRUCK

PC007

TRUCK STRONG

PC019

Aluminium Cleaner

Multipurpose Cleaner

Highly concentrated product for washing
trucks

Acid cleaning agent designed mainly for cleaning surfaces made of aluminum and its alloys. It can also
be used for cleaning surfaces made of other metals.
Perfectly removes all corrosion and lime deposits as
a result of using hard water.

An ideal cleaner designed for cleaning all industrial
surfaces resistant to alkaline environment. Ideal for:
• cleaning car tarpaulin
• production halls
• car workshops
• transport vehicle and other mode of transport (buses,
trams, railway wagons)

Two-phase alkaline product for non-contact washing of
trucks, tanks, agricultural machines and containers. It
dissolves even the heaviest dirt (grease, oil, fat, soot)
without destroying the cleaned surface.

Available
volume:

Available
weight:

Available
weight:

1l | 6l | 10l | 20l | 60l | 200l

1kg | 7kg | 11kg | 22kg | 66kg | 220kg

1kg | 7kg | 11kg | 22kg
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INDUSTRY

EXPERT

12

PC004

DPF CLEANER

PC018

ROST

PC008

Cleaning and degreasing concentrate

DPF and EGR Cleaner

Rust and scale remover concentrate

A powerful cleaning and degreasing concentrate. It
easily removes oil, grease and tar. Designed to use in
the form of emulsions with water in concentrations
of 1 – 20%.
Ideal for cleaning:
• grease stains from all types of floors
• production and public service halls
• machines and mechanical parts
• petrol stations
• car workshops

Product used for cleaning diesel particulate filters
(DPF / FAP) and EGR valves. Removes tar, soot and
ash formed during the use of a diesel car.

The product is designed for cleaning ceramic, metal,
glass and plastic surfaces. Removes rust and limescale
formed as a result of using hard water.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
weight:

1l | 6l | 10l | 20l

1l | 6l | 10l | 20l

0,7kg | 1kg | 8kg | 12kg
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INDUSTRY

SUPER CLEAN

PC009

FLAT EXPERT

PC005

MOTO CLEANER

PC010

Concentrate for floor cleaning equipment

Industrial floor cleaning concentrate

Engine cleaner

Low-foaming concentrate designed for floor cleaning
equipment. It finds its use in floor scrubbers and high
pressure machines.

The product is designed for cleaning all surfaces resistant to the alkaline environment. Its composition
ensures perfect wetting of cleaned surfaces and effective dissolution of dirt. It easily removes oil, fat
and grease. The concentrate has been developed for
industrial cleaning services using all mechanical and
pressure washing equipment.

An effective cleaning agent which composition has
been developed for use in the automotive industry. It
is designed for washing traction components of motor
vehicles, such as: engines, bodywork, rims, parts made
of aluminum and plastic. Effectively removes oil, grease,
grease and soot. It does not react with aluminum and
other metals, does not leave stains on plastics, does
not damage seals and electrical wiring.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

1l | 10l | 20l

1l | 6l | 10l | 20l

600ml | 6l | 10l | 20l
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INDUSTRY

BRAKE CLEANER

14

PC013

WF STORM

PC015

LAK

PC003

Brake cleaner

Washing solution for closed circuit washers

Hand washing paste for varnishers

A universal product for cleaning and degreasing - the
ideal cleaning effect in a short period of time.
Removes old and hardened grease, does not damage
rubber and plastic parts, does not cause corrosion.
It does not leave raids and stains, it removes grease,
oil, soot, wax, etc. It gets rid of dirt from hard to reach
places, evaporates quickly.

A washing solution, which evaporates very slowly from
the cleaned surfaces allowing a thorough cleanse. It
can be used repeatedly n a closed circuit. The product
does not leave stains and tarnish, it does not destroy
plastics and varnish layers. It is almost odourless, based
on deomatomatised solvents.

It is used in all areas of industry and services in which
hands are particularly exposed to stains caused by
varnish. The composition of the paste has been developed in a way to ensure excellent washing properties
and gentleness to the skin. It does not clog up drains.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

1l | 10l | 20l

10l | 20l | 60l

1l | 5l | 10l
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INDUSTRY

PRO MAT

PC011

SMOOTH

PC022

ICE KILLER

PC017

Matte finish coating for varnish

Antifoam solution

Granular Ice Melter

The product is used with addition to water when matting
the varnish.

An efficient solution for neutralising foam in all cleaning
machines, so-called antifoam. Provides protection
against foam formation in a dirty water tank in all types
of industrial cleaning machines.
pH value: 6.5 - 7.8 – neutral.
The product is ready to use, it does not require dilution.

A granular ice melt leaving no white residues. In the
case of icing or snow that is difficult to remove, sprinkle the surface with granules, wait a few minutes for
partial melting of snow or ice, then remove the residue
mechanically. Effective up to -50 ° C.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
weight:

1l | 6l

500ml

5kg| 10kg | 20kg

• creates good adhesion for subsequent paint products
• reduces the formation of irregular scratches
• reduces eyelets
• does not clog sandpaper
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HOUSEHOLD

NANO

16

PC102

ROST ACTIV

PC101

Glass Surface Cleaner

Liquid agent for removing limescale from
shower cabins, fittings and glaze

Product based on nanotechnology designed for cleaning
all glass surfaces, plastic and laminated elements. Nano
particles contained in the preparation form a layer that
ensures faster water and dirt runoff. Additionally, prevents condensation of water. After just one application
the surface is less susceptible to dust, dirt and water,
leaving it clean, shiny, without stains and streaks. NANO
is extremely efficient and evaporates very quickly from
the cleaned surface.

The product is designed to remove deposits formed
during the use of hard water. Perfectly cleans all ceramic,
metal and plastic surfaces. It leaves the surface shiny
without stains. It is mainly recommended for cleaning
rooms and sanitary facilities, such as: baths, sinks and
fittings, shower cabins, urinals and toilets.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

750ml | 6l | 10l

750ml | 6l | 10l
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HOUSEHOLD

LAMINEL

PC108

BASIC

PC106

MAGIC

PC109

Cleaning solution for care of floor panels and
PVC flooring

Thorough Cleaning Solution

Cleaning solution for care of ceramic tile floors

LAMINEL is a cleaning solution for care of floor panels
and PVC flooring. Effectively removes all dirt, restores
the beautiful appearance of the floor leaving it shiny
for a long time.

A concentrated cleaning solution designed for cleaning
all surfaces resistant to the alkaline environment. It has
cleaning and degreasing properties. Effectively removes
dried dirt, greasy stains, soot, etc. It is irreplaceable for
cleaning grout.

Product designed for everyday cleaning and care of
washable floors i.e. ceramic tiles. Effectively removes all
dirt, restores the beautiful appearance of the floor and
leaves it shiny for a long time. It does not leave streaks.

Available
volume:

Available
weight:

Available
volume:

1l | 6l | 10l

1kg | 7kg | 11kg

1l | 6l | 10l
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HOUSEHOLD

BURNOUT

18

PC104

IMPERIAL

PC116

INTENSIVE

PC115

Fireplace and oven liquid cleaner

Washing gel

Fabric conditioner

Product designed to remove tarry deposits in fireplaces
and ovens. It can also be used to remove any burns from
the surfaces of pans, pots, gas and electric cookers.
Perfectly cleans the interior of ovens and smoking
chambers.

Concentrated washing gel for all types of washing machines and hand washing. Effectively removes dirt by
penetrating deep into the fabric. It takes care of colors
and is easily rinsed out. It makes clothes become clean,
fresh and pleasant to touch. Can be used for white and
colored laundry.

A highly concentrated liquid. Thanks to its incredible
intensity it allows you to enjoy freshness for a long time.
special softening additives make the fabrics soft and
pleasant to touch. Moreover, INTENSIVE minimises the
crease of the material, facilitates ironing and makes
clothes non-static. It protects fabrics from stretching,
color fading and pilling. It owes its name to the intense
fragrance that will fill your home after each wash.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

600ml | 6l

1,5l | 4l | 10l

1,5l | 4l | 10l
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HOUSEHOLD

JUMBO

PC112

SOFT ORANGE

PC105

SHINE

PC103

Kitchen cleaner

Orange Hand Soap

LCD and Monitor Cleaning Spray

Very effective kitchen cleaning spray with a pleasant
fragrance. It is suitable for cleaning gas and microwave
ovens, induction hobs, hoods, countertops, ceramic
tiles and other surfaces. It can also be used to clean
stainless-steel. Easily removes grease and dried dirt
leaving a shiny surface with a pleasant frangance.

Liquid soap with a pleasant fragrance of orange.
Effectively removes dirt leaving the skin smooth and
soft to touch. Effectively removes dirt leaving the skin
smooth and soft to touch. It does not irritate the skin.

The product is intended for cleaning surfaces made of
artificial materials, such as monitors and LCD screens,
LEDs, etc. It can also be used to clean plexiglass.
Contains anti-static ingredients to prevent gathering
of dust. Removes nicotine discoloration and does not
leave streaks. It is very efficient and NON-TOXIC.

Available scents:
• PC 105 - agrumi
• PC 113 - latte e miele

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

600ml | 6l | 10l

500ml | 1l | 6l | 10l

200ml | 750ml
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HOUSEHOLD

WASH MASTER

PC110

FLUSH

PC111

PC107

Dishwashing Liquid

Toilet Cleaning Gel

Concentrate for washing rugs and upholstery

An extremely effective and efficient dishwashing concentrate. It easily removes fat and other impurities, such
as coffee or tea residues, or burnt dirt. It does not leave
stains and is safe for the skin.

Suitable for cleaning toilet bowls, shower drains, bathtubs and wash basins. It easily removes limestone
formed as a result of the use of hard water.

Low foaming concentrated liquid for washing rugs
and upholstery. Perfectly removes stains from textile
surfaces resistant to water. It prevents from recontamination. It neutralises unpleasant odors, leaving a fresh
smell for a long time. Can be used for wet vacuum
cleaners and for hand washing.

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

Available
volume:

1l | 6l | 10l

750ml | 6l | 10l

1l | 6l | 10l | 20l

Available scents:
• PC 110 - lemon
• PC 114 - raspberry
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TAPI WASHER
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WIPERS AND DISPENSERS
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BRUSHES AND SPRAYERS

22
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Sales representative

ul. Błogosławionego Czesława 58
44-100 Gliwice
www.pro-chem.pl

32 234 21 14
biuro@pro-chem.pl
(+48)

PRO-CHEM
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#czystaprzyjemność

